The following list of training videos and DVDs are available through
KanPERC:
Initial OSHA and DOT Training CD - #003011
Description: This updated initial OSHA/DOT Training CD, "First 90 Day Training", is an interactive training program
which includes an updated security section and allows individuals ’ to receive the required hazmat
employee training in a convenient format. Additionally, at the end of each module, a certificate can be
printed to verify the completion of the training program.

Propane Emergencies Facilitator's Guide - #007225
Description: Propane Emergencies developed a Facilitator's Guide in a DVD/CD format, for trainers to support the
program curriculum. Just like the notebook and video package previously developed for trainers, this new
CD-ROM includes comprehensive lessons plans for delivery in a 24-, 8-, or 4-hour format. In addition to
the lesson plans, there are interactive training scenarios as well as overheads, titles slides, tips for
teaching adults, and a full scale animated PowerPoint presentation. Complete with quizzes and room for
note-taking, the Directed Student Note-taking Guide is also on the CD in 24/8/4 hour formats. This guide is
a handout for trainers who don't have or don't need the textbook for each and every student. There are
quizzes and room for note-taking. This training package also has a 50-minute video on DVD produced by
the Emergency Film Group. The first part of the video program explains the various types of propane
containers and the second part discusses firefighting tactics. The DVD is broken into chapters for easy
access to each of the training sections.

Dispensing Propane Safely Manual/VHS Kit - #000036
Description: The Dispensing Propane Safely program is a great tool for personnel who fill propane cylinders. The
program includes a full color text book training that covers the properties and characteristics of propane;
descriptions of propane containers and dispensing equipment; cylinder filling procedures; automobile and
lift-truck filling procedures; and transporting cylinders safely The full-color manual includes an optional
employee quiz with an answer key and a companion video that features live footage and 3-D graphics.

Dispensing Propane Safely Manual - #003506
Description: The newly updated Dispensing Propane Safely program is a great tool for personnel who fill propane
cylinders. The program includes a full-color text book training that covers the properties and
characteristics of propane; descriptions of propane containers and dispensing equipment; cylinder filling
procedures; automobile and lift-truck filling procedures; and transporting cylinders safely The full-color
manual includes an optional employee quiz with an answer key.

Dispensing Propane Safely DVD/CD Kit - #000337
Description: The Dispensing Propane Safely program is a great tool for personnel who fill propane cylinders. The
program includes a training manual located on the CD-ROM. The manual covers the properties and
characteristics of propane; descriptions of propane containers and dispensing equipment; cylinder filling
procedures; automobile and lift-truck filling procedures; and transporting cylinders safely The manual
includes an optional employee quiz with an answer key and a companion DVD that features live footage
and 3-D graphics.

CETP E-Learning DVDs Available for Purchase
PERC announces the launch of its latest CETP E-Learning DVDs “Propane Delivery Operations
& Cylinder Delivery” and “Bobtail Delivery Operations.” “Basic Principles & Practices”
available as well. These Certified Employee Training Program (CETP) E-Learning DVDs are an
electronic learning format of the CETP books. The e-learning program can be used as a standalone
training piece or coupled with traditional classroom instruction.
The DVD format includes practice quizzes at the end of each module as well as a comprehensive
optional end-of-course pre-certification review that allows the user and employer to gauge what
was learned from the entire program. It also prepares the user for the National Propane Gas
Association's (NPGA) CETP certification exam, and includes a direct link to the online CETP
Certification test.
The CETP E-Learning DVDs and the companion Safety & Training Administrative and Records
System (STARS) can be purchased through the Propane Marketers Association of Kansas.
CETP E-Learning "Propane Delivery Operations & Cylinder Delivery" DVD
(PRC 009002)
CETP E-Learning "Bobtail Delivery Operations" DVD
(PRC 009003)
CETP E-Learning “Basic Principles & Practices” DVD
(PRC 009001)
Safety & Training Administrative Records System (STARS) DVD
(PRC 009000)
The CETP training program will continue to include the text books and will still be available for
purchase through KanPERC and PMAK from the Propane Industry Resource Catalog.

